ACCORDION Admission Exam Program Three-year Academic Level I

First test

ACCORDION
DCPL26

1. a. Execution of major scales, harmonic and melodic minor scales, with left manual with
"single notes"

b. Execution of three studies drawn by lot among six presented and taken from the Berben

Method Vol. II (Cambieri, Fugazza, Melocchi) or from Derio, "Dexterity Fingers" or from D
’Auberge, Artist Etudes or from other texts of difficulty relating to the course:





Metodo Berben Vol. II,
(Cambieri, Fugazza, Melocchi)
Derio, “Dexterity Fingers”
D’ Auberge, Artist Etudes.

2. a. A composition taken from the literature for keyboard instruments up to the 18th century,
chosen possibly among the following authors:

A. de Cabezon, C. Merulo, A. Gabrieli, G. Pachelbel, D. Scarlatti, F. Couperin, J.P. Rameau, D. Cimarosa,
G. F. Haendel

b. A composition by J.S. Bach chosen between the Preludes and Fugue of the Well Tempered
Harpsichord

c. A significant composition chosen from the original literature for accordion

3. Extemporaneous reading of a short passage assigned by the Commission

N.B Commission. The specific repertoires of the first test relating to the disciplines of the
address of each course are defined in compliance with the provisions of Tables A and B of
Ministerial Decree 382 of 11 May 2018.
Second test

-

1. The candidate must demonstrate to master:

the use of notation codes

knowledge of the fundamental elements of music theory

-

the fundamental skills related to listening and rhythmic reading, sung through an improptu
reading of a difficult solfeggio in the key of G and medium difficulty in the septeclavium
tuning of solfeggio with modulations to the neighbouring tones
transcription of a melody under dictation
2.

-

The candidate must demonstrate the ability to:

harmonise a simple bass in four parts with modulations to the neighbouring tones
to produce a florid counterpoint in 2 parts on a given melody

harmonize a simple given melody

Concerning the Piano Practice, the candidate must perform major and minor scales

(harmonic and melodic) with two octaves extensions up to two alterations; along with
major and minor arpeggio (dissonant and consonant) with two octaves extensions up to
-

two alterations. The candidate must perform:

a piece from “Quaderno di Anna Magdalena” di Bach

a piece from “Album per la gioventù” op. 68 di Schumann
a piece from Mikrokosmos di Béla Bartok vol.II

one of three studies chosen by the candidate from 24 piccoli studi facili e progressivi di
Pozzoli

Concerning the History of music and guided listening the candidate must demonstrate

knowledge of the most important historical periods, at least 15 composers and their most
significant works.

General interview

